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[1] By partitioning mass and energy fluxes, soil moisture exerts a fundamental control
on basin hydrological response. Using the design characteristics of the Biosphere 2
hillslope experiment, this study investigates aspects of soil moisture spatial and temporal
variability in a zero‐order catchment of a semiarid climate. The hydrological response of the
domain exhibits a particular structure, which depends on whether topography‐induced
subsurface stormflow is triggered. The occurrence of the latter is conditioned by topography,
soil depth, and pre‐storm spatial distribution of moisture. As a result, a non‐unique
behavior of soil moisture spatial heterogeneity emerges, manifested through a hysteretic
dependence of variability metrics onmean water content. Further, it is argued that vegetation
dynamics impose a “homogenizing” effect on pre‐storm moisture states, decreasing the
likelihood that a rainfall event will result in topographic redistribution of soil water.
Consequently, post‐rainfall soil moisture dynamics associated with the effect of topography
that could lead to the enhancement of spatial heterogeneity are suppressed; a potential
“attractor” of catchment states emerges. The study thus proposes several hypotheses that will
be testable within the framework of long‐term hillslope experiments.
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1. Introduction
[2] There is a growing need to characterize soil moisture
variability across a range of spatial and temporal scales
because of the importance of its implications for both theo-
retical and practical applications [e.g., Entekhabi and
Rodriguez‐Iturbe, 1994; Western et al., 2004; Famiglietti
et al., 2008; Vivoni et al., 2008]. Several modeling and
field studies have been carried out to address the properties
of soil water spatiotemporal variability [e.g., Albertson and
Montaldo, 2003; Cosh et al., 2004; Teuling and Troch,
2005; Teuling et al., 2007; Famiglietti et al., 2008; Cosh et
al., 2008; Vivoni et al., 2008] but conclusions generally
vary. For example, several studies have argued that the coef-
ficient of spatial variation of soil moisture, Cv, is inversely
related to the mean soil moisture, , reflecting the notion that
moisture is spatially more variable at the drier end of the
feasible range relative to the mean value [Famiglietti et al.,
1999; Kumar, 2004; Choi et al., 2007; Famiglietti et al.,
2008, and references therein]. Different patterns have been
argued in other studies that identifiedmore complexmodes of
soil moisture variability depending on climate, vegetation and
soil types [e.g., Albertson and Montaldo, 2003; Teuling and
Troch, 2005]. For example, in an effort to explain
observations on spatial variability of shallow soil moisture,
Lawrence and Hornberger [2007] propose various contrib-
uting factors in terms of soil properties that are argued to be
dominant over certain ranges of moisture contents corresponding
to different climates. The resulting curves of soil moisture
variance, s2, as a function of the mean value, s2(), are then
expressed by a convex parabolic shape: s2 decreases with
decreasing  in arid‐semiarid climates and with increasing 
in humid climates, reaching a peak in the mid‐range of fea-
sible soil moisture range. Choi et al. [2007] presented
numerous data sets that are unlikely to be explained only by
the hypothesis of Lawrence and Hornberger [2007]. Fur-
thermore, Teuling et al. [2007] argued that climate variability
can lead to non‐uniqueness of the s() curves. What appears
then to be the only possible generalization is that as the mean
soil moisture approaches limiting states, at the dry or wet
ends, the absolute spatial variability of soil moisture becomes
smaller [e.g., Lawrence and Hornberger, 2007]; between
these bounds, however, the s2() orCv() relationships can be
non‐unique and depend on climate, soil, vegetation, topog-
raphy, and antecedent states [e.g., Albertson and Montaldo,
2003; Teuling and Troch, 2005; Teuling et al., 2007;
Lawrence and Hornberger, 2007].
[3] This work addresses aspects of soil moisture spatial
variability as affected by topography and vegetation in a
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semiarid climate. A zero‐order basin, i.e., a topographic
form that has an unchanellized hollow that may sporadically
drain [e.g., Tsuboyama et al., 2000], is used as a study test
bed. The overall slope of the domain surface is ∼17.5%, i.e.,
the 10 degree slope [Hopp et al., 2009]. Note that most
previous studies were conducted on relatively flat meadows
with a range of slopes less than 1% (WC11, WC13 in work
by Choi et al. [2007]), 3–5% (Big Meadows in work by
Lawrence and Hornberger [2007]), ∼4% and ∼6% Louvain‐
la‐Neuve field and Tarrawarra catchment, respectively, in
work by Teuling and Troch [2005]). Note also the inter-
changeable usage of the terms “zero‐order basin” and
“hillslope” in this manuscript, as the subtle differences
between the two can be neglected in the context of the
discussion. Specifically, this study analyzes the pattern of
the Cv() relationship, pointing to the existence of local
and non‐local controls in the system [e.g., Grayson et al.,
1997]. Detailed numerical modeling was carried out as a
complementary effort to the pre‐construction evaluation
exercise of the long‐term Biosphere 2 project [Hopp et al.,
2009]. Simulations were conducted with a physically‐
based hydrological model coupled to a mechanistic model
of vegetation dynamics. Both had been previously verified
using detailed data for the Lucky Hills research site [e.g.,
Scott et al., 2000] located in the USDA‐ARS Walnut
GulchExperimentalWatershed,Arizona,USA [e.g.,Emmerich
and Verdugo, 2008; Renard et al., 2008]. The primary
emphasis of the experimental design and analysis was the
mechanistic interpretation of the Cv() relationship in a
vegetated semiarid system at various stages of the hydro-
logical response. Furthermore, when integrated over long‐
term scales, a characteristic role of vegetation function on
soil moisture spatial variability was discovered. The study
thus proposes several research hypotheses that will be
testable within the framework of long term experimental
hillslopes, such as the Biosphere 2 project [Hopp et al.,
2009].
[4] The manuscript material is organized as following.
First, the overall design and methodology of numerical ex-
periments are presented. In what follows, the non‐uniqueness
in the relationship between the mean domain soil moisture
and the coefficient of variation of depth‐integrated soil water
is demonstrated by using the results of the long‐term simu-
lations. The underlying effect of hysteresis of soil moisture
spatial organization is then demonstrated and examined in a
series of experiments that simulate dry‐down events resulting
from a single input of rain. In order to help understand the
results of these experiments, the temporal evolution of the
coefficient of variation of depth‐integrated soil moisture is
examined using two characteristic examples. A statistical
method is then employed to identify the likeliest (in proba-
bilistic terms) processes that are the responsible for the evo-
lution of spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture in these
examples. Finally, the long‐term impact of vegetation on soil
moisture variability is discussed and compared to the scenario
in which bare soil was imposed as the state of the domain
surface.
2. Design of Numerical Experiments
[5] Biosphere 2 is a large‐scale Earth science facility near
Tucson (AZ, USA) presenting a variety of opportunities for
in situ experiments of environmental processes in a con-
trolled physical environment [Huxman et al., 2009]. Current
plans involve the construction and instrumentation of three
experimental hillslopes that will be used for studying the
interactions among hydrological, ecological, and geochem-
ical processes. The hillslopes will be composed of loamy
sand [Hopp et al., 2009], each measuring 30 m × 15 m ×
1 m in geometric dimensions. The corresponding hydraulic
parameters for the van Genuchten‐Mualem soil hydraulic
model [van Genuchten, 1980] were estimated from the soil
catalog of Carsel and Parrish [1988] with the saturated
hydraulic conductivity Ks = 146 [mm hr
−1], the saturation
moisture content s = 0.41 [mm
3 mm−3], the residual
moisture content r = 0.057 [mm
3mm−3], and parameters a =
−0.0124 [mm−1] and n = 2.28. These parameter values were
used in all modeling experiments described below with soil
assumed to be isotropic. Further information on science‐
driven design criteria and specifics of the anticipated hydro-
logical and geochemical behavior are provided byHopp et al.
[2009] and Dontsova et al. [2009].
[6] The experimental framework uses the design char-
acteristics of the Biosphere 2 facility with the assumption
that this controlled environment will eventually offer the
feasibility of testing hypotheses drawn in this study. A
modeling approach is employed and a detailed ecohydrology
model is used to carry out these “hypothesis‐generating”
numerical experiments. A fully coupled dynamic model
of vegetation‐hydrology interactions known as tRIBS+
VEGGIE is used, detailed earlier by Ivanov et al. [2008a]. In
short, the model mimics principal water and energy processes
over the complex topography of a river basin and links them
to the essential plant biochemical processes and phenology.
The model features a modular structure allowing for a fairly
straightforward substitution of components describing the
physics of individual processes. Major recent model devel-
opments involved adaptation of the quasi‐three‐dimensional
framework of subsurface flow module to the mixed formu-
lation of the Richards’ equation [Hillel, 1980; Celia et al.,
1990], allowing for the computation of groundwater dynam-
ics; implementation of a new scheme of atmospheric resistance
in the surface boundary layer [Mascart et al., 1995], allowing
for a seamless incorporation of the relative effects of buoy-
ancy and mechanical turbulence; re‐formulation of the soil
resistance to surface evaporation based on the numerically
defined maximum soil exfiltration flux rate; and implemen-
tation of Leuning [1995] stomatal aperture model exhibiting
more robust properties for arid environments. The general
consistency of the model behavior at the plot scale has been
previously confirmed for generic annual C4 grasses [Ivanov et
al., 2008b] and a mixture of deciduous and evergreen shrubs
[Ivanov et al., 2008c] using the long‐term observations of
energy fluxes, multiple‐depth soil moisture series, and in situ
and remote sensing measurements of biomass. Bisht et al.
[2008] and Sivandran et al. [2008] have demonstrated satis-
factory performance of the model in reproducing seasonality
characteristics of vegetation at larger, watershed scales.
[7] The Biosphere 2 domain [Hopp et al., 2009] was
discretized at 1 m by 1 m in the horizontal plane and resolved
on eighteen mesh nodes in the vertical plane, with spacing
varying between 20 mm (soil top) and 80 mm (soil bottom) at
each location. Flux (Neumann) boundary condition was
specified at the surface of the domain, allowing for infiltra-
tion, runoff, and exfiltration fluxes. The downslope boundary
of the hillslope was approximated as a seepage face, where
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water can leave the domain through the saturated part of the
boundary. For all other sides of the hillslope, the no‐flux
boundary condition was specified.
[8] Generic evergreen shrubs were imposed as the only
vegetation type. Each computational cell was assumed to be
occupied by a shrub with its state characteristics uniformly
distributed in the horizontal plane. Canopy and sapwood
biomass pools were dynamically simulated. The vertical
distribution of roots, quantifying the relative strength of soil
moisture uptake, were assigned based on data available from
previous studies [Cox et al., 1986] for the Lucky Hills
research site. The maximum depth of fine roots was assigned
to 0.79 m, as the extrapolated depth of zero root biomass (the
lowest depth with observed non‐zero biomass is at 0.73 m).
The utilized root profile has a typical power law decay shape
[e.g., Jackson et al., 1996] with maximum of root density
occurring at 0.1 m. The profile was considered to be time‐
invariant in simulations and therefore in steady state with the
imposed climate and distribution of nutrients in soil (not
considered by the model). An implicit assumption then is
that the long‐term dynamics should be well captured by the
model, given a non‐transient climate forcing. The effects of
profile time‐invariance on simulation results in any given
year are uncertain. To authors’ knowledge, there is no firm
evidence that root re‐adjustment can be rapid and respond to
deviations in seasonal distribution of rainfall. A priori, a
certain lag in the root dynamics might be introduced by the
long‐term mean distribution of the nutrient pool.
[9] The shrub type has been parameterized using values
partly reported by Ivanov et al. [2008a] and values obtained
in the model confirmation study [Ivanov et al., 2008c].
Table 1 reports the parameter values used in this study. Note
that similar to Gutiérrez‐Jurado et al. [2006], a continuous
function has been used for constraining photosynthesis/
root water uptake depending on soil moisture availability:
bT,i(zi) = aT exp(yi(zi)), where bT,i is the factor associated
with the layer i located at depth zi [see Ivanov et al.,
2008a, equation (B12)], yi is the negative soil matric pres-
sure inMPa at that depth, and aT = 0.307 is the fit parameter
obtained from the data presented by Pockman and Sperry
[2000] for creosote bush. This approach permits limited
transpiration for very dry soil conditions (highly negative soil
water pressures y). This is consistent with measurements of
latent heat at the Lucky Hills site and an observed decline in
water uptake with decreasing moisture in desert species, such
as creosote bush [Pockman and Sperry, 2000]. Note that the
scheme explicitly accounts for both root and soil water dis-
tributions. The outcome of this superposition of the “sink”
(roots) and availability (“soil water”) functions has been
demonstrated to be a non‐unique behavior of transpiration
flux with respect to the mean root moisture content [Guswa,
2005].
[10] In the base case scenario discussed first in the fol-
lowing, the climate type was selected based on the criterion
of its representativeness for the area surrounding the Bio-
sphere 2 facility. The corresponding semiarid precipitation
and radiation regimes lead to the most active phase (highest
rates of productivity) of the growing season driven primarily
by summer monsoons, when ’50% of the annual precipi-
tation falls. Observational data for the Lucky Hills site [see
Scott et al., 2000; Keefer et al., 2008], 31.73°N 110.05°W,
1370 m.s.l., were used as hydrometeorological forcing,
spanning the period between 07/12/1996 and 01/20/2008.
The 2 or 3.4 m level (depending on the measurement) data
exhibit the following mean annual characteristics: precipi-
tation is 349 mm, density of shortwave radiation flux on a
horizontal plane is 245 W m−2, air temperature is 17.2°C,
atmospheric water vapor pressure is 805 Pa, and wind speed
is 2.79 m s−1. While environmental conditions inside the
Biosphere 2 facility will be different from those corresponding
to the Lucky Hills site, it is beyond the scope of this study to
address these design concerns.
[11] The initial conditions need to be specified for both
soil moisture and vegetation states. The initial soil moisture
was obtained as the median value in mid‐July for a simu-
lation carried out for a level plot‐scale site using the entire
duration of meteorological series. It was assigned to be a
uniform value of 0.143 [m3 m−3] with depth at each location
of the domain as, a priori, it is expected to have an insig-
nificant effect on the long‐term dynamics. Initial densities of
biomass pools corresponding to the compartments of can-
opy, live sapwood, and fine roots were obtained as the mean
values obtained in the same simulation for the time period
corresponding to mid‐July: canopy ‐ 40 [g C m−2], live
sapwood (parenchyma cells) ‐ 80 [g C m−2], and live fine
Table 1. Parameters of Vegetation Biochemical, Allocation,
Phenology, and Water Uptake Processes for a Generic Evergreen
Shruba
Parameter Unit Value




b [mmol m−2 s−1] 10,000
3,4 [mmol CO2 m mol phot
−1] 0.08
rsapw [g C g C
−1 s−1] 15.0 × 10−10
rroot [g C g C




























T soil [°C] 2.0
D0 [Pa] 2200
aThe parameters, notation, and units are defined by Ivanov et al. [2008a].
Biophysical and interception parameters are the same as for the “broadleaf
deciduous tree” plant functional type in Table 2 of Ivanov et al. [2008a]
with the exception of tL
leaf (NIR), tL
stem (both VIS and NIR spectral
bands), and Sla. The new values of these parameters are provided in this
table. The parameters DLH
C , D Tmin, Fav, fC, init, and LAIinit are not applicable
to evergreen phenology because plants are always in the “normal growth”
state [Ivanov et al., 2008a]. The parameter fLS is the fraction of living
sapwood in sapwood biomass [Friend et al., 1997] that is used to ensure
that a sufficient woody and root biomass is present to support leaves:
fLS(Csapw + Croot) ≥ "s Cleafx (a modified equation (73) in the work by Ivanov
et al. [2008a].) The parameter D0 [Pa] is the coefficient of stomatal sen-
sitivity to humidity deficit [Leuning, 1995].
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root ‐ 75 [g C m−2]. The long‐term stationarity of the
selected biomass densities for the imposed stationary cli-
mate, i.e., a consistent time‐evolution around the long‐term
mean, was verified in spin‐up experiments. Additionally, it
has been confirmed that using either spatially uniform or
spatially distributed (assigned as the long‐term means for
each individual location) biomass pools in the initialization
did not lead to any appreciable differences in the simulations
results. This is presumably because of the domain mild
topography that leads to ∼19% average difference between
maximum and minimum long‐term mean biomass densities
in the domain and the chosen plant type that adjusts to the
climate‐ and topography‐dictated spatial distribution over
the period of 2–3 years. The main conclusions of this study
are therefore insensitive to these two possible types of
vegetation initialization.
[12] Two long‐term simulation scenarios will be pre-
sented, corresponding to the fully vegetated and bare soil
cases. These two scenarios are constructed to investigate the
differences that dynamically evolving plants introduce into
the domain soil water dynamics. Such differences are the
result of changes in the intertwined physical processes that
vegetation directly impacts by intercepting rainfall, taking
up moisture from the root zone, modifying surface long‐ and
shortwave energy budgets, and affecting surface roughness
and stability of atmospheric boundary layer. All of these
processes, for the vegetated surface, depend on the canopy
state and the time evolution of the associated effects is
therefore complex. An analysis developed in the following
integrates results for the two cases over long‐term scales.
3. Analysis of Soil Moisture Spatial Variability
3.1. Long‐Term Vegetation‐Hydrology Dynamics
and the Existence of State “Attractor” Space
[13] In the base case scenario, the Biosphere 2 domain
was forced with the 11‐year hydrometeorological series
measured at the Lucky Hills site. Rainfall was assumed to
fall vertically [Ivanov et al., 2008b]. Vegetation dynamically
evolved in time, responding and feeding back to the simu-
lated above and below‐ground conditions. In a similarly
designed experiment, vegetation was entirely removed and
heat and moisture regimes were simulated for bare soil only.
The results of these experiments are shown in Figures 1a
and 1b. As can be seen in Figure 1a, while the domain
has relatively mild topographic features and the soil is iso-
tropic, the combination of these conditions with high soil
conductivity as well as the existence of a shallow impervious
soil bottom boundary resulted in appreciable spatial inho-
mogeneities. The differences in the long‐term mean soil
moisture content in the root zone can be clearly discerned in
Figure 1. The results are consistent with qualitative ex-
pectations of general behavior: the trough in the middle of
the domain exhibits higher temporal variability of soil water
(not shown) andmeanmoisture content, despite active uptake
by vegetation. This leads to a somewhat higher productivity
(by ∼15–20% with respect to the rest of the domain) and
average standing biomass in this area of topographic con-
vergence. Relatively higher variability of the mean root
moisture can be observed in the downslope fraction, appar-
ently attributed to the more divergent features of the topog-
raphy in that area.
[14] Figure 1b illustrates the coefficient of spatial varia-
tion Cv of the total moisture content  simulated at each
mesh location (i.e., moisture integrated over the entire depth
of the soil profile) plotted versus its spatially mean value, .
The illustrated simulation results have been averaged to the
daily scale from the hourly instantaneous values. Two sce-
narios are shown corresponding to the fully vegetated and
bare soil cases.
[15] Note that due to current observational limitations in
the subsurface, most empirical studies can only focus on
spatial variability of shallow surface moisture [e.g.,
Famiglietti et al., 1999; Choi and Jacobs, 2007; Famiglietti
et al., 2008]. Such studies are useful for understanding
statistical variability due to, presumably, dominant local
Figure 1. The results of continuous 11‐year long simulations illustrating (a) the spatial distribution of
mean root soil moisture and (b) the coefficient of variation of depth‐integrated soil moisture content as a
function of its mean daily value over the Biosphere 2 domain. The results correspond to fully vegetated
(Figures 1a and 1b) and bare soil (Figure 1b) scenarios.
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factors (such as inhomogeneities of soil texture/structure
and soil radiation balance because of the differences in the
canopy cover, etc.) but have a limitation of resolving non‐
local controls, such as subsurface flows that are not nec-
essarily shallow.
[16] While also feasible in this modeling study, choosing
surface soil moisture as the metric of interest would inhibit
insights into the mechanisms that may truly dominate in the
hydrologic response. One example is that for coarse soils,
conditions at shallow depths could be essentially de‐coupled
from deeper states of the soil. Generally, the dynamics of
the saturated zone or the conditions of availability and uptake
of moisture by plants cannot be reliably inferred from the
spatial distribution of surface soil moisture only. The selected
metric of depth‐integrated moisture content therefore appears
to be most appropriate for the analysis of spatial variability as
it fully defines the state of the system between boundaries
with specified conditions. Theoretically, this is a consistent
metric that should provide insights into the interplay of
mechanisms leading to particular dynamics of .
[17] Figure 1b shows several interesting features includ-
ing the high density band of simulated data points at the
bottom of the Cv() patterns (outlined with the dash‐dot
lines), the overall non‐unique behavior of the Cv() rela-
tionship, and the relative differences of the Cv() relationship
between the vegetated and bare soil cases. The mechanistic
interpretation of the band and its relation to the Cv() pattern
will be discussed first in the following for the fully vegetated
case.
[18] Visually, the band of data points at the bottom of the
Cv() pattern corresponds to the lowest spatial variability
of soil water content given . The band of Cv() grows as
the domain becomes drier because the standard deviation
remains relatively constant and  decreases. The band should
represent a physically identifiable part of the “phase space” of
the hydrological system at this scale under stationary climate.
It is hypothesized that the band characterizes the principal
“attractor” of the domain states. Note the definition of the
above terminology. The phase space is defined here as a
representation of all possible changes that the dynamical (in
this case hydrological) system could undergo over time [e.g.,
Jayawardena and Lai, 1994]; any point in the space corre-
sponds to a possible state of the system.When the trajectories
of system evolution follow a readily discernable pattern in the
phase space, such a pattern is termed an “attractor”. The phase
space under consideration is represented by the two dimen-
sions associated with two macroscopic quantities: mean
domain soil moisture  and the coefficient of variation of
depth‐integrated soil moisture Cv().
[19] Being an inherently dissipative entity, the hydrolog-
ical system either (1) evolves along the attractor, when its
initial state falls within/near it and any subsequent pertur-
bations are small, or (2) evolves toward it, in the limit of the
time dimension, when the initial state is off of the attractor
phase space and/or subsequent perturbations are large. As
pointed out in (1), the existence of such an attractor can be
associated with a threshold effect, when a sufficiently large
perturbation, i.e., a rainfall event, may initially deviate the
evolution of the system away from the attractor space. As
will be demonstrated in the following, this explains the
existence of data points with higher Cv for any given .
Thus hysteresis, broadly defined here as “memory“ [e.g.,
Krasnosel’skii and Pokrovskii, 1989], of the Cv() tem-
poral evolution occurs. Finally, under stationary climate,
one may also identify the limiting state as the driest con-
ditions possible, which can be found on the left‐hand side
of the diagram in Figure 1b.
[20] Specific domain conditions and physical mechanisms
lead to the existence of the hypothesized attractor. Topog-
raphy, soil and bedrock types, their depth, permeability
and homogeneity are the primary physical constraints. Pre-
cipitation is an essential factor determining perturbation
magnitude. Evapotranspiration, predominantly mediated by
existing vegetation, and subsurface flows are the mechan-
isms that evolve hydrological system to a particular state of
its phase space. The role of subsurface flows could be of
paramount importance in areas of complex topography,
where spatial redistribution of moisture can be efficiently
driven by gravity‐induced gradients. Further, the hypothesis
proposed here argues that the occurrence of conditions
triggering or suppressing near‐saturated subsurface lateral
exchange is the essential reason leading to the observed
Cv() pattern. Within the context of information displayed in
Figure 1b, if the domain state (characterized by the mean
and spatial variance of soil moisture content) falls within the
attractor space, then there is a likelihood that any following
rainfall will not lead to topographic soil moisture redistri-
bution and dynamics that could lead to the enhancement of
heterogeneity will be suppressed. This implies that only
larger precipitation events, exceeding a particular magni-
tude, could lead to evolution of soil moisture states that
would fall outside of the attractor space in Figure 1b.
Conversely, if the domain state has a combination of Cv and
 that does not fall within the attractor band, topographic
soil water redistribution is likely to be ongoing, either
enhancing or diminishing with time, and will continue taking
place with any subsequent wetting event. Thus, pre‐event
hydrological state of the domain, repeatedly characterized
here as a combined metric of soil moisture spatial mean and
variability, is argued to be one of the primary variables con-
trolling the hydrological response in zero‐order catchments.
Hysteresis of the temporal evolution of metrics characterizing
soil moisture spatial distribution as a function of mean state is
an inherent property of such a system.
[21] Furthermore, system energy input translated into the
strength of evaporative flux in non‐limiting conditions can
also be thought of as an important component affecting the
occurrence of subsurface flows during interstorm periods.
As the wetting front propagates through soil, local sinks
may deplete moisture and suppress its efficient lateral
redistribution. However, as will be shown later, for the
considered soil type and magnitude of root moisture uptake,
the role of evapotranspiration is fairly insignificant at short
post‐event scales but rather pronounced at longer time-
scales. Its primary effect is argued to be related to the rate of
perturbation dissipation in the hydrological system, after an
initial period of subsurface moisture redistribution. Ulti-
mately, evapotranspiration determines the rate at which the
system returns to or evolves within the attractor space.
3.2. Physical Mechanisms Leading to Hysteretic
Pattern of Cv()
[22] The statements of section 3.1 a) referred to the hys-
teretic nature of the Cv() pattern in the analyzed hydro-
logical system; b) hypothesized the existence of the system
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state “attractor” and conditions under which the system state
evolves within or toward it, and c) pointed to the possible
physical mechanisms responsible for such features. In order
to support these statements/hypotheses, a set of synthetic
experiments was designed. In all of these experiments, a
single wetting event is followed by a long dry‐down period.
3.2.1. Supporting Synthetic Experiments
[23] Six initialization states falling within the attractor
space of Figure 1b were selected from the 11‐year contin-
uous simulation, with the mean volumetric moisture con-
tents ini of the domain equal to 0.0742, 0.0843, 0.0936,
0.105, 0.116, and 0.125 [m3 m−3] and the corresponding
coefficients of variation equal to 0.121, 0.118, 0.105,
0.0939, 0.0796, and 0.0811. In order to avoid significant
transient effects in the soil water dynamics, it was ensured
that in each of the cases interstorm conditions lasted for at
least four days prior to the time of selected moisture distri-
bution. For the cases of  ≤ 0.0936, the length of antecedent
interstorms exceeded twelve days. The corresponding three‐
dimensional distributions of soil water content were used to
explicitly initialize the pressure head distributions within the
Biosphere 2 domain. Note that selecting initial states from
those within the attractor space guarantees smallest possible
Cv for a given  at the simulation start. As argued previously,
different rainfall magnitudes can lead to different patterns of
temporal evolution of Cv() during the post‐storm period.
Therefore the chosen design allows the search of the pertur-
bation magnitude required to deviate the evolution of the
hydrological system away from the attractor. Stated differ-
ently, one can find rainfall for a given  required to trigger the
subsurface exchange, thereby significantly increasing mois-
ture spatial heterogeneity.
[24] In terms of hydrometeorological conditions, the
month of August was chosen as the representative period
during which most of the vegetation‐hydrology dynamics
occur in the area of interest, driven by monsoonal precipita-
tion and abundance of light. A set of rainfall scenarios were
applied to each of the generated initialization states. In these
scenarios, precipitation totals, PT, were equal to 6.2, 11.8,
17.7, 23.7, 32.1, and 41.5 mm that corresponded to 75, 82.5,
90, 95, 98, and 99th percentiles, nP, of August daily rainfall
(computed for rainy days only), as estimated from observa-
tional data for the Lucky Hills site. For each rainfall scenario,
precipitation was specified to occur at the beginning of sim-
ulation and was distributed in two and a half hours, which
approximately corresponded to the mean event duration for
the month of August. This also ensured that none of the
synthetic events lead to infiltration excess runoff since the
imposed saturated hydraulic conductivity was 146 [mm hr−1]
(see section 2 above).
[25] Most of the other hydrometeorological variables
required for simulations, i.e., atmospheric pressure, air
humidity, temperature, and wind speed were specified as
their mean daily cycles for the month of August and used
as forcing in each day of the considered simulation period.
Input of shortwave radiation was assigned using a weather
generator (S. Fatichi et al., Simulation of future climate
scenarios with a weather generator, submitted to Advances
in Water Resources, 2009) as a daily cycle corresponding
to the 90th percentile of the total daily energy input for the
month of August (326Wm−2). All simulations were carried
out for a 12‐month period. The domain became very dry at
the end of each simulation, which ensured that each sce-
nario included the period of primary interest (see below).
The same vegetation initialization as in the base case sce-
nario was assumed in each of the scenarios. Additional
analysis indicated that essential inferences of this study are
completely insensitive with regards to whether uniform
(long‐term average over the entire domain) or spatially‐
varying (long‐term average at each location) plant biomass
pools are used. Obviously, vegetation gradually dies during
each of these simulations because of growing lack of soil
moisture. Nonetheless, the period of primary interest for the
following analysis spans 1.5–2 months since the simulation
start, during which biomass changes are insignificant.
3.2.2. Analysis of Results
[26] The dark “Wetting” arrow in Figure 2 (top) indicates
the principal direction of domain state evolution during a
precipitation or, equivalently, a “perturbation” event. After
the occurrence of an event, if the perturbation is small,
spatial variability of soil moisture will not change signifi-
cantly, staying within the band of the attractor space. The
latter is reproduced in these experiments by aggregation of
dots at the bottom of the pattern shown in Figure 2 (top).
The overall, fairly linear time‐evolution path of the state is
indicated by the lightly colored “Drying” arrow pointing to
the left. As argued previously and will be explicitly illus-
trated in the following, in this situation the subsurface lateral
exchange is insignificant and rapidly suppressed by evapo-
transpiration. As event water percolates through the soil
layer, it is taken up by roots; little reaches the soil bottom
to produce the saturated conditions. Local processes (soil
evaporation and transpiration) dominate the soil water
dynamics. The temporal change in the spatial variability of
depth‐integrated soil moisture is then caused only by dif-
ferences in the incoming shortwave energy and local vege-
tation state. Both of the latter depend on topography either
explicitly (i.e., surface irradiance) or implicitly (i.e., plants).
Therefore the slope of the attractor space band should also
be a function of topographic conditions in the domain.
[27] Conversely, if the perturbation is sufficiently large,
the evolution of domain state in time t leads to a pattern of
Cv((t)) that deviates from the attractor band, exhibiting a
negatively skewed shape (Figure 2, top). The corresponding
temporal dynamics of the soil moisture standard deviation
exhibit the same patterns (not shown). The overall time‐
evolution path after the rainfall has ceased is indicated by
the dark “Drying” arrows drawn in the immediate vicinity
Figure 2. The results of the dry‐down experiments illustrating (top) thirty six 12‐month long simulations that start from
different initializations (Initial Moisture Contents, “IMC”) and (bottom) two 4‐month long simulations that have the same
initial state (IMC = 0.105). In the case of Figure 2 (top), six initializations are forced with six precipitation totals
corresponding to nP = 75, 82.5, 90, 95, 98, and 99th percentiles of daily rainfall. In the case of Figure 2 (bottom), precip-
itation totals corresponding to either nP = 99 (“R99”) or nP = 82.5 (“R82.5”) percentiles are used. The square symbols
denote the domain initial states and dots characterize the soil moisture mean and spatial variability on any given day.
The dots of the same color and size indicate a simulation case with the same initialization.
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of the data points corresponding to the simulation scenario
with ini = 0.125 and nP = 99. In such cases, the hydro-
logical response of the system can be attributed to rapid
percolation of event moisture down to the impervious bot-
tom of the soil profile, passing beyond depth where access
by roots is possible, and generation of saturated (or nearly‐
saturated) conditions that result in efficient subsurface
exchange. Return flow through the seepage face is produced.
For the considered domain, lateral exchange is always pos-
sible as the bedrock topography replicates domain surface
terrain and thus gravity‐induced gradients of the pressure
head act to redistribute moisture, provided the flowmedium is
sufficiently conductive. Non‐local dynamics thus begin to
dominate in determining soil water spatial variability. The
period over which the first maximum in Cv((t)) is attained
can be considered as the “effective period of redistribution.”
While the interplay among the various processes is complex
and changes with time, over this time interval, topography‐
induced lateral exchange of moisture is one of the dominant
processes contributing to the spatial variability of soil mois-
ture (a more detailed analysis is presented below). As can
be inferred from Figure 2 (top), this period generally varies
with both the initialization state and rainfall magnitude. For
instance, for initialization ini = 0.125, the period duration is
between 15 days (nP = 99) and 28 (nP = 75) days. It might be
generally noticed that the duration of the effective redistri-
bution period increases with lower rainfall magnitude for the
same initialization state. This is likely due to a decrease in
effective conductivity of the soil media that positively cor-
relates with the amount of moisture coming from the imposed
precipitation. Evapotranspiration acts to slow down the per-
colation process, especially when its rate is comparable to the
rate of water flux in the soil, further delaying accumulation of
moisture above the bedrock face. Once domain spatial vari-
ability is maximized, expressed as the peak in Cv((t)), the
strength of evapotranspiration sink defines the rate at which
the topography‐induced heterogeneity is destroyed. The
hydrological system returns to the attractor space, which is
illustrated by the descending limbs of the Cv((t)) curves in
Figure 2 (top).
[28] Overall, as seen in Figure 2 (top), the non‐uniqueness
of the Cv((t)) relationship is easily reproduced in these
simplified experiments that contain a single rainfall event at
the beginning, with a subsequent long dry‐down period.
Except for the cases with ini = 0.0742, 0.0843, in which any
imposed rainfall is not sufficient to trigger subsurface mois-
ture exchange, the time‐evolution patterns are consistent with
the hypotheses set forth previously, i.e., there exists a system
attractor space and temporal change of soil moisture vari-
ability depends on both the system initial state and rainfall
magnitude, exhibiting hysteresis. The key difference between
the above experiments and the long‐term continuous simu-
lation (discussed in 3.1) is that in the latter case the state of the
domain may frequently not reach the attractor space before a
subsequent precipitation event breaks the interstorm period.
This further complicates the hysteretic nature of the Cv((t))
relationship and results in numerous values of coefficient of
variation for the same value of .
[29] To obtain deeper insights on the interplay of physical
mechanisms leading to the observed behavior, a subset of
simulation results used in Figure 2 (top) is shown in Figure 2
(bottom), corresponding to a single initialization ini = 0.105
with nP = 82.5 (PT = 11.8 mm) and nP = 99 (PT = 41.5 mm).
As seen in Figure 2 (bottom), the overall time‐evolution paths
have been already described in the previous discussion,
which pointed to the possibility of distinct differences in the
domain response. Both rainfall events lead to initially higher
mean moisture and lower spatial variability, denoted by the
first dot to the right of both of the initialization states. In the
case of nP = 82.5, the spatial variability in the hydrological
system evolves within the attractor space; in the case of nP =
99, heterogeneity of soil moisture strongly increases initially
Figure 3. The presented results correspond to a dry‐down scenario following a wetting event. The case
of Figure 2 (bottom) for the rainfall of nP = 99th percentile is illustrated: (a) spatially‐averaged fluxes qn,
qp, Eveg, and Esoi and the coefficient of variation Cv() plotted as functions of the mean domain moisture
content  and (b) the posterior probabilities quantifying the importance of including a specific covariate
qn, qp, Eveg, Esoi, or Satm # as a linear regressor of spatial organization of depth‐integrated soil moisture.
The plotting styles in Figure 3b are those that are used for the corresponding covariates in Figure 3a. The
light green line in the background is the series of Cv() with the corresponding y axis on the right hand
side of both of the plots. The temporal evolution can be envisioned by tracking all series from the right to
the left side of the plots.
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and gradually dissipates after the effective redistribution
period has been reached. Note that in the latter case, during
the first three days after the rainfall event, spatial variability
remains fairly constant or even has a tendency to decrease.
Theoretically, this period should correspond to the effective
period of vertical flow of soil water during which saturation
builds up at the bottom of the soil profile, creating gradients
sufficient for subsequent lateral exchange. Further supporting
analysis of this statement will be presented in the discussion
that follows.
[30] Physical but insofar qualitative interpretations of the
presented results have been attempted, however, further
quantitative evidence is warranted. The main purpose of the
analysis would be to attribute the various stages of theCv((t))
dynamics to dominant processes that change as the hydro-
logical response evolves in time. Figures 3 and 4 analyze the
scenario illustrated in Figure 2 (bottom) for the rainfall case
of nP = 99.
[31] Since after the first day (omitted in the following
analysis) the mean moisture continuously decreases in time,
the temporal evolution of the system can be tracked from the
right side of the plots to the left. The domain‐averaged mean
daily rates of water fluxes scaled to a unit area of level
surface are plotted in Figure 3a. They represent (1) the net
moisture flux normal to terrain surface, qn, quantifying per-
colation rate as the depth‐integrated normal component of the
flow [Ivanov et al., 2008b]; (2) the net lateral influx, qp,
illustrating the intensity of lateral subsurface exchange as
the depth‐integrated difference between influxes and out-
fluxes in all domain interior nodes; (3) transpiration, Eveg, as
Figure 4. Instantaneous spatial distributions of depth‐integrated soil moisture for a dry‐down scenario
following a wetting event. The scenario corresponds to the case of Figure 2 (bottom) for rainfall of nP =
99th percentile: (a) hour 24: Cv() is at minimum and equals 0.068 with  = 0.136; (b) hour 546: Cv() is
at maximum and equals 0.176 with  = 0.113; and (c) hour 1884: a late stage of decrease in Cv(), which
equals 0.119 with  = 0.09.
Figure 5. The presented results correspond to a dry‐down scenario following a wetting event. The case
of Figure 2 (bottom) for the rainfall of nP = 82.5th percentile is illustrated: (a) spatially‐averaged fluxes
qn, qp, Eveg, and Esoi and the coefficient of variation Cv() plotted as functions of the mean domain
moisture content  and (b) the posterior probabilities quantifying the importance of including a specific
covariate qn, qp, Eveg, Esoi, or Satm # as a linear regressor of spatial organization of depth‐integrated soil
moisture. The plotting styles in Figure 5b are those that are used for the corresponding covariates in
Figure 5a. The light green line in the background is the series of Cv() with the corresponding y axis on
the right hand side of both of the plots. The temporal evolution can be envisioned by tracking all series
from the right to the left side of the plots.
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the rate of moisture uptake by roots in the first 79 cm of soil;
and (4) soil evaporation, Esoi, which is applied as the moisture
sink to the soil surface layer (first 20 mm). As time pro-
gresses, which can be envisioned by tracking the series from
the right to the left side of the plot, the flux rates exhibit
different dynamics. The flux qn peaks at the beginning during
the period of moisture vertical redistribution, when the wet-
ting front is above the soil bottom. As the percolation flux
reaches the bedrock surface and spatial gradients are gener-
ated, the lateral flow starts to increase, which is illustrated by
the dynamics of qp. After some time, the flux qp reaches the
maximum value that is likely associated with maximum
concentration of moisture near the domain trough area. When
soil water reservoir is undepleted, both Eveg and Esoi are at
maximum. The latter flux rapidly decays in time due to the
depletion of surface soil moisture and weak soil capillarity.
Vegetation uptake remains initially constant, as the applied
meteorological forcing is replicated in each day, but starts to
decrease once vegetation begins to experience moisture
limitation and slowly dies. Apparently, as the domain grad-
ually dries out, both due to flow through the seepage face and
the evapotranspiration process, the mean fluxes diminish in
their magnitudes. Figure 5a illustrates the same fluxes for the
scenario shown in Figure 2 (bottom) but for the rainfall case
of nP = 82.5.
[32] In order to make a quantitative statement with re-
gards to the transition of controls on the spatial variability of
 among these processes, spatial covariances of depth‐
integrated soil moisture  with several flux variables are
analyzed. A geostatistical regression approach [e.g., Erickson
et al., 2005] is used to represent the instantaneous values of
local depth‐averaged soil moisture  as a linear combination
of site‐specific fluxes of qn, qp, Eveg, Esoi, and Satm ↓
(incident shortwave radiation) at the hourly time step. The
applicability of linear analysis is certainly questionable,
especially for the periods with high Cv(). Nonetheless, the
goal is not to fit a perfect statistical model but rather identify
a temporal shift in the dominant model regressors, i.e., those
that are likely to control the pattern of  in space. More
specifically, at each hour, (25 − 1) linear combinations of
regressors qn, qp, Eveg, Esoi, and Satm ↓ are tested as pre-
dictors of  (note that ‘5’ is the total number of regressors).
Obviously, these variables exhibit temporal dynamics of
cross‐correlation among themselves. This makes difficult
the identification of importance of individual covariates
(e.g., qn, qp, etc.) with more traditional statistical techniques,
such as the Principal Component Analysis, which is not
concerned with the individual contributions of regressors.
The utilized technique is thus based on the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) [Schwarz, 1978]. The method
assigns Bayes factors that compares several alternative
models simultaneously. It is based on the notion that can-
didate models should be compared in terms of prior and
posterior information that provides evidence for a model
over an alternative model [Raftery, 1995; V. Yadav et al., A
geostatistical synthesis study of factors affecting net eco-
system exchange in various ecosystems of North America,
submitted to Biogeosciences, 2009]. The associated proba-
bilities quantify the need to include a given covariate into
the geostatistical linear regression model, i.e., the higher the
probability, the higher the likelihood that the covariate
contributes to the spatial variability of soil moisture at a
given instant. As a “rule of thumb”, probabilities higher than
0.9 indicate a robust statistical significance. The results of
the BIC analysis are shown in Figures 3b and 5b. Snap-
shots of instantaneous  spatial distribution at different
times are illustrated in Figures 4 and 6. The output times
were selected based on the temporal evolution of Cv() in
Figure 2 (bottom).
[33] It is expected that the system heat regime exhibits a
diurnal cycle because of the cycle of the energy input, i.e.,
Satm ↓. Because of the evapotranspiration process, the mass
flow regime is coupled to the heat regime and therefore it is
expected that all of the above regressors exhibit diurnal
dynamics, which are reflected in the computed BIC proba-
bilities. In order to eliminate these high‐frequency effects,
the probabilities were averaged over the 4‐day time step.
[34] As Figure 3b shows, the increase of Cv() (following
the temporal evolution from the right side of the plot to
the left) appears to be predominantly related to the normal
redistribution flow, evapotranspiration, and lateral flow. The
latter flux appears to be one of the most important variables
throughout the period of the ascending limb of Cv()
because of the highest BIC probabilities for  > 0.127. It is
apparent, nonetheless, that the resulting temporal evolution
of soil moisture spatial variability is an outcome of the
Figure 6. Instantaneous spatial distributions of depth‐integrated soil moisture for a dry‐down scenario
following a wetting event. The scenario corresponds to the case of Figure 2 (bottom) for rainfall of nP =
82.5th percentile: (a) hour 0:  = 0.105, Cv() = 0.093; (b) hour 42:  = 0.113, Cv() = 0.085; and (c) hour
188:  = 0.09, Cv() = 0.108.
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interplay among all involved processes. As pointed out, all
of them exhibit diurnal cycles (not illustrated), which likely
implies diurnal shifts in controls of soil moisture spatial
variability. Note also that the peak of qp (Figure 5a) occurs
before Cv() reaches its highest value, although, a priori, one
could hypothesize that the two maxima should be co‐located
in time. A possible (but hardly verifiable) argument is that
when the net subsurface moisture exchange reaches the
highest rate, other processes are at work to effectively
decrease the corresponding effect on moisture spatial vari-
ability. Since the effect of these processes must be declining
with time, the highest spatial variability of moisture occurs
later, when the magnitude of net lateral exchange is lower but
still non‐negligible. The time point when Cv() reaches its
maximum ( ’ 0.113, Figure 4b) has been argued to imply
the end of the effective redistribution period. At that time, the
significance of qn and Eveg fluxes in explaining the pattern
of  in space is at the minimum (Figure 3b) and qp is the only
variable that has non‐negligible explanatory power according
to the BIC analysis.
[35] After the peak of Cv() has been reached, plant
moisture uptake gradually homogenizes soil moisture. A
temporary increase of the significance of qn at  ’ 0.1
(Figure 3b) is likely associated with the capillary pull of
water from the wetter layers below the root zone. The
effect is of short duration, presumably because of the weak
soil capillarity that cannot sustain vertical flux when an
appreciable distance forms between the bottom of the root
zone and an underlying wet layer. Subsurface moisture
exchange still occurs but its importance is decreasing in
time, becoming negligible at later stages of the simulation
period (Figure 4c).
[36] Note the difference in the y axis scales in Figures 3a
and 5a. Figure 5b demonstrates the relative insignificance of
qn and qp throughout the entire simulation period for the
scenario corresponding to the case of system evolution
within the attractor space (the rainfall case of nP = 82.5). As
Figures 6b and 6c illustrate, the spatial distribution of soil
moisture does not substantially change from the initializa-
tion distribution (Figure 6a), in relative terms. This is not the
case for the distributions shown in Figures 4b and 4c,
corresponding to the same values of : Overall, transpiration
(correlated with energy input) dominates throughout the
entire period thus confirming the predominant control of local
dynamics in determining soil moisture spatial variability.
Note that as discussed in the beginning of section 3.2.2,
the temporal change in the spatial variability is caused only
by differences in the incoming shortwave energy and local
vegetation state. Both depend on topography but are fairly
insignificant.
4. Long‐Term “Homogenizing” Effect
of Vegetation
[37] The preceding analysis has argued that pre‐event
state of the domain, characterized as a combined metric of
both soil moisture spatial mean and variability, and rainfall
magnitude are the primary variables controlling post‐event
dynamics in relation to the attractor space. In this context,
the long‐term characteristics of pre‐event states deserve a
special discussion as they determine a general pattern of
partitioning of the post‐event system water budget.
[38] Evapotranspiration is usually one of the most sig-
nificant terms in the soil water balance of systems located in
semiarid regions [e.g., Noy‐Meir, 1973]. Plant moisture
uptake typically dominates over soil evaporation [e.g.,
Guswa et al., 2002]. The results of the long‐term simula-
tions, partially illustrated in Figure 1b, agree with this
statement: in the fully vegetated case, ∼64% of incoming
precipitation leaves the domain due to evapotranspiration
process, whereas only ∼36% is evaporated in the bare soil
case. When integrated over the long‐term period, root
moisture uptake leads to generally drier pre‐event states and
more homogeneous post‐event spatial distributions in the
vegetated case, as compared to the bare soil case (Figures 7a
and 7b). The median value of the pre‐storm mean domain
soil moisture ini is 0.108 and the median value of the
standard deviation of soil moisture during all interstorm
Figure 7. Frequency distributions of (a) mean domain soil moisture during the days immediately pre-
ceding storms and (b) mean standard deviation of soil moisture during interstorm periods. The distribu-
tions were inferred based on the results of 11‐year long simulations.
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periods is 0.0098; in the bare soil case, these values are
0.126 and 0.0138, correspondingly.
[39] These values indicate that pre‐storm states of the
vegetated case are likely to be near the identified attractor
space, while they are more likely to be off the attractor band
in the bare soil case. Vegetation function therefore results in
pre‐storm states that, overall, increase the likelihood that a
rainfall event will not lead to efficient lateral subsurface
exchange, i.e., the post‐wetting topographic redistribution of
soil water is suppressed by local processes of transpiration
and soil evaporation. Using a surrogate metric to quantify
soil water redistribution efficiency: the total computed flux
through the downslope seepage boundary for the vegetated
case is only 57% of that for the bare soil case. The state of
the vegetated domain thus has the tendency to stay within
the attractor space characterized by smaller spatial hetero-
geneity relative to the case when re‐distribution occurs. The
results indicate that the state of the vegetated domain is
within the attractor space approximately ∼57% of the sim-
ulation period, while the latter number is ∼21% for the
domain with bare soil conditions. Consequently, vegetation
function appears to exert a relatively “homogenizing” effect
on domain soil moisture over the long‐term scales.
[40] Note that the term “homogenization” is essentially
applied in a comparative sense. It refers to the theoretically
higher likelihood of evolution of domain state within the
attractor space during interstorm periods and higher per-
turbations that are required to deviate the evolution of the
system away from the attractor space. While both of these
conditions are applicable to the vegetated case, most of the
mass of its attractor space can be attributed to the drier part
of the analyzed pattern. As can be seen in Figure 1b, Cv(),
in fact, grows within the attractor space as the domain
becomes drier because the standard deviation remains rela-
tively constant and  decreases. In the bare soil case,
redistribution occurs more frequently. The corresponding
coefficients of variation, however, do not significantly
exceed the values of Cv() for the vegetated case, most of
which are associated with the drier part of the attractor
band (to the left of the symbols for the bare soil case in
Figure 1b), where Cv() is higher. The outcome is that the
probability density functions of Cv() do not differ signifi-
cantly between the bare soil and vegetated cases, although
the underlying mechanisms for that are different. “Homog-
enization” implied here nonetheless does entail a lower
absolute variability of soil moisture during interstorm peri-
ods (Figure 7b).
5. Discussion
[41] Hillslopes or, almost equivalently, zero‐order catch-
ments, are fundamental structural units of the landscape
[McDonnell, 2003; Troch et al., 2003; Tromp‐van Meerveld
and Weiler, 2008]. The spatiotemporal superposition of their
responses to a hydrometeorological event underlies the hydro-
logical response characteristics of basins of higher orders.
Therefore, it is of primary importance to understand the
physical mechanisms that underlie heterogeneity of states and
fluxes in these simple‐geometry topographic units [Weiler
and McDonnell, 2004; Tromp‐van Meerveld and Weiler,
2008]. This study addresses such effects and makes inferences
about relevant mechanisms.
[42] The study has argued for the existence of the attractor
space for domain soil moisture state and demonstrated the
conditions at which the system hydrological response can
evolve within or toward it. As an intrinsic feature of these
conditions, the study also identified and illustrated hyster-
esis of spatial variability of depth‐integrated soil moisture.
The effect of hysteresis had been previously noted in data
and simulations for different integration depths. For exam-
ple, the quasi‐spatial model of Teuling and Troch [2005]
produced the effect (top 20–30 cm) but no exact mecha-
nistic explanation was offered; later, Teuling et al. [2007]
identified the characteristic effects of climate variability on
the hysteresis of root zone soil moisture (top 20 cm). At the
basin scale, Vivoni et al. [2010] argued for the transition of
controls in the hysteresis of surface (top 10 cm) soil mois-
ture spatial variability from precipitation (wetting stage) to
landscape (drying stage) controls. Choi et al. [2007] pointed
to the existence of the effect in various observational data
with no further interpretations. Differentiating from previous
research, this study focused on the soil water contained
between the soil and impermeable bedrock surfaces (1 m
depth) at the fairly fine temporal resolution (1 day). This
allowed the space‐time integration of the effects of the full
set of simulated hydrological processes and thus lead to
explicit mechanistic inferences on causes of soil water spatial
variability.
[43] It should be further emphasized here that the key
reasons leading to the observed hysteretic patterns of soil
moisture heterogeneity are the imposed conditions of soil
with high conductivity and regular shallow bedrock that
replicates surface topography. Both are the design char-
acteristics of hillslopes to be constructed in the Biosphere 2
facility [Hopp et al., 2009]. The explanation (see the dis-
cussion in 3.2) is that (1) while infiltration fronts from some
storms become impeded at shallow depths and, ultimately,
depleted by the evapotranspiration process, and (2) for certain
wetting conditions, the high saturated hydraulic conductivity
allows for rapid percolation of event moisture down to the
impervious bottom, resulting in saturated (or nearly‐saturated)
conditions that lead to efficient subsurface exchange. As the
study argues, the outcomes (1) and (2) strongly depend on
the initial conditions of the catchment, characterized by both
moisture mean and variability.
[44] The existence of the attractor in the phase space of
the system may also represent a hypothetically interesting
case when interactions between hydrological and vegetation
systems are considered. Note the cases with the initialization
states that suppress subsurface moisture exchange for any
imposed rainfall event (e.g., ini = 0.0742, 0.0843 in
section 3.2.1). They may be argued to represent a potentially
significant effect of land surface conditions on the function
of vegetation system and even on climate. For example,
when the land surface dries out beyond a certain threshold,
vegetation transits to a stressed state with a significant loss
of foliage. Plants may entirely die out in most of the land-
scape area, except, possibly, narrow riparian areas that are
fed by moisture from shallow surficial aquifers. Subsequent
precipitation events will be unable to “knock out” the system
from the attractor space to the dynamics mode that exhibits a
temporary formation of the phreatic zone. This will prevent
efficient subsurface moisture redistribution and formation of
wetter near‐channel corridors that would otherwise persist
over longer periods of time, sustaining remaining vegeta-
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tion. A complete mortality of vegetation may thus become
one possible scenario with low likelihood of seedling re‐
establishment, even if favorable climatic conditions return.
Note though that in the light of the previous discussion, dead
vegetation in most of the landscape would mimic bare soil
conditions that are argued to be more conducive to subsur-
face lateral moisture redistribution (when integrated over the
long‐term). The net implication is likely to be to the effect
of the outcome presented in the above discussion but the
question certainly requires more research. Further, while
highly speculative and model resolution‐dependent, recent
studies point to the overall significance of the role of coupled
groundwater‐vegetation dynamics in the overlying atmo-
sphere [e.g., Maxwell and Kollet, 2008; Jiang et al., 2009].
[45] Another key finding of the study is the long‐term
effect of vegetation function that appears to exert a
“homogenizing” effect on domain soil moisture. This
conclusion is in agreement with the earlier analysis by
Teuling and Troch [2005], who employed a simpler, quasi‐
spatial model of hydrological budget. The effect is not
sensitive to vegetation initialization over the timescales
considered. For example, one could argue that when initial
biomass pools are not representative of a given climate and/or
terrain location, vegetation would evolve in highly transient
conditions; the overall outcome might then contribute to the
identified “homogenizing” effect. The insensitivity of the
effect to initialization has been confirmed by simulations
with 22‐year long spin‐up period and simulation with initial
conditions where spatially‐distributed long‐term averages of
carbon pools were used.
[46] Since this modeling study focused on a particular
climate regime and assumed a somewhat idealized repre-
sentation of the zero‐order catchment, a discussion is war-
ranted on whether the analyses presented here would be
valid under different sets of constraints/forcings. In condi-
tions of deeper and/or irregular bedrock surface, as is the
case for most natural systems [e.g., Freer et al., 2002;
McGlynn et al., 2002; Tromp‐van Meerveld and McDonnell,
2006], the presented analysis will become more complex but
not irrelevant. It will likely have to include additional con-
straints that impose control on triggering the subsurface
exchange, such as the characteristics of moisture retention in
local bedrock depressions. Furthermore, a “leaky” bedrock
boundary condition could exert a substantial, if not domi-
nant, control on hydrological response in catchments [e.g.,
Hooper, 2003; Tromp‐van Meerveld and Weiler, 2008].
However, there is ample in situ evidence of occurrence
of subsurface flow above the bedrock‐soil interface [e.g.,
Dunne and Black, 1970a, 1970b; Weyman, 1970a, 1970b;
Wilson et al., 1990] that has been argued to contribute
significantly to the evolution of soil moisture heterogeneity
in this study.
[47] Field observations show that the soil hydraulic
properties may vary significantly in space even within a
given soil type [e.g., Warrick and Nielsen, 1980]. Such
spatial variability results in the hydrological response con-
ditioned by the existence of an ensemble of moisture retention
curves and hydraulic conductivities, which may exhibit
hysteresis and state‐dependent anisotropy [e.g., Yeh et al.,
1985a, 1985b]. Variability in soil properties is thus some-
times argued to be one of the primary contributors to the
spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture [e.g., Teuling and
Troch, 2005; Lawrence and Hornberger, 2007; Vereecken
et al., 2007]. Specifically, this has been argued for shallow
surface soil moisture, which may be de‐coupled from the
subsurface flow phenomena (see discussion in 3.1). This
study does not address such soil effects and it is difficult to
hypothesize what essential implications would be were these
effects explicitly introduced. A priori, the major conclusions
of this study would hold. However, both the attractor and the
phase spaces would exhibit a larger range of spatial variability
of , i.e., larger magnitudes of Cv() in Figure 1b, because of
the superposition of the “deterministic” effects of physical
mechanisms and “random” effects of soil texture spatial
variability.
[48] The discussed patterns are reproduced for a semiarid
environment, where energy excess leads to quick drying, i.e.,
rapid return of perturbed system to the attractor space. A
priori, assuming the same physical constraints in the domain,
wetter climates should yield a wider range of magnitudes in
the Cv() pattern, possibly making the relationship even more
complex. The reason is that in conditions of larger perturba-
tions and smaller potential evapotranspiration, a system
would less frequently reach the attractor space. As discussed
earlier, the latter is predominantly determined by the topo-
graphic signature of the domain and spatial differences in
energy inputs and standing biomass. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the discussion has concerned the mois-
ture content integrated over the entire depth of the soil profile.
If empirical observations do not extend to the depths at which
the periodic influence of the saturated dynamics on spatial
variability becomes pronounced, or the observational period
is too short, the analyzed effects will unlikely be fully present
in empirical data.
[49] On the final note, the study has demonstrated the
non‐uniqueness of system response for the same initial mean
state relative to forcing, i.e., precipitation events of different
magnitudes. In an alternative approach, not explicitly dis-
cussed here, one could argue that the system could exhibit a
non‐uniqueness of response to the same forcing for the same
initial mean states. The difference is that the latter would be
characterized by varying degrees of soil moisture spatial
heterogeneity. This is not typically considered in the hydro-
logical analysis, as the mean state is implicitly assumed to
fully define the initial state of the system [e.g., Noto et al.,
2008]. The existence of the attractor space and the fact that
a large perturbation may temporarily deviate the evolution of
the system away from the attractor space both point to the
significance of system memory in hydrological analysis.
Such memory effects directly translate into the non‐unique-
ness of catchment rainfall‐runoff process and hydrological
predictability, as previously discussed for the storage‐runoff
relationship by Beven [2006]. These features need to be taken
into account in studies that attempt to reveal patterns of
system dynamics.
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